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March 20,1996 

AIYBORNE EXPRESS 

Pension and Welfare Benefits Administration 
Room N-5669 
U.S. Department of Labor 
200 Constitution Avenue, N. W. 
Washington, D.C. 202 10 

Attention: Proposed Participant Contribution Regulation 

Dear Sir or Madam: 

This is intended to supplement testimony submitted on behalf of Fidelity Investments at a 
public hearing on February 22,1996, regarding the proposed change ("Proposal") to the 
regulation (29 C.F.R. $2530.3-102) which defines when monies contributed by participants to 
retirement or welfare plans become "plan assets" for purposes of Title I of ERISA. Written 
comments had also been submitted on February 2,1996. 

As mentioned in the earlier submissions, the Proposal is of particular interest to Fidelity 
Institutional Retirement Services Company ("FIRSCO) because of the magnitude of its 401 (k) 
plan recordkeeping client base. We opposed the drastically shortened deadlines set out in the 
Proposal because those time frames would not accommodate the thorough reconciliation of 
contribution data at a participant level that a daily automated recordkeeping system requires. 
The submissions detailed the elaborate contribution process required for accurate recordkeeping 
of participant-directed plans, and how critical that accuracy is for plans where assets are valued, 
investments are made, and participants are given access to account information on a daily basis. 
Finally, we recommended that the maximum deadline for retirement plans be shortened to the 
last day of the month following the month in which the relevant payroll period falls. 
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At the hearing, the Department of Labor panel asked Fidelity for additional information 
on three topics: 1) clarification of the exact nature of the additional reconciliation required if 
contributions were invested in a plan-level account, but not allocated to participant accounts until 
participant data was available; 2) information about the frequency with which FIRSCO clients 
make contributions to plans recordkept by FIRSCO; and 3) the increased cost arising from 
compliance with the Proposal's shortened deadlines. This submission responds to those requests. 

Frequency of Contributions. 

FIRSCO calculated frequency of contributions to plans in each of its two major market 
segments, the smaller plan segment and the mid-to-large plan segment. A majority (57 percent) 
of the plan sponsors remit monies on a monthly basis. Employers sponsoring larger plans are 
fi~ore likely to remit monies on a more frequent basis. For example, 37 percent of our larger plan 
sponsors remit monies on a semi-monthly basis compared with 22 percent of the smaller plan 
sponsors. Only a small number (1 1 percent) remit monies four (4) times each month. Of course, 
updates do not necessarily occur at exactly spaced intervals. For example, four updates a month 
can be the result of a plan that has weekly contributions, or a plan that has two contribution 
cycles, one of which is biweekly and one of which is semi-monthly. 

Cost to Increase Numbers of Contributions Per Month. 

In order to calculate the increased cost to a plan of remitting contributions on a more 
frequent basis, FIRSCO used activity-based cost data derived from operations for its mid-to-large 
plan market. On average, those plans operate with two contribution updates per month. 
Assuming, conservatively, that the Proposal would require doubling the contribution frequency 
(from two updates per month to four updates per month), the additional yearly cost to Fidelity to 
process contributions for plans in that market would be $3.2 million. The burden of the increase 
would fall disproportionately on the smaller end of this market, where the cost of contributions 
per month would increase by 185%. This figure represents only the increase in the annual cost to 
Fidelity of processing, and does not take into account the costs of systems enhancements 
necessary to support more frequent contributions, or the potentially significant costs that 
employers would incur in providing participant contribution information to FIRSCO on a more 
frequent basis. 

Additional Steps Required If Funds Received Before 
q. 

FIRSCO's prior submission detailed the numerous steps that FIRSCO undertakes to 
check participant level information for accuracy and consistency before accepting funds that will 
be allocated based on that information. If contributions are accepted before participant 
information has been received and checked, Fidelity would have no alternative but to place the 
money in a plan-level interest-bearing account until participant records were reconciled. Only 
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after reconciliation of participant contributions could the initial amount of the contribution be 
allocated to participant accounts and investments purchased. Allocation of the interest would, 
however, require separate processing and reconciliation steps. The steps required multiply if 
there is more than one contribution per month. The following examples illustrate the "interest 
spread" process. 

Example 1 --Interest spread with one contribution per month. Assume that a plan sponsor 
were able to satisfy the deadlines in the Proposal with one contribution per month, but 
that the contribution was made on the 25th day of the month, and that participant records 
were not received and reconciled for one week, i.e., the 2nd of the following month. 
Using the January and February contribution cycle as illustration, the plan sponsor would 
wire the contribution amount on January 25 without supporting data, and Fidelity would 
invest the money in a short-term investment, such as a money mzrkst fund, selected by 
the plan sponsor. A money market account accrues interest daily, but interest is only 
posted on the final day of the month. Interest accrued during January would be posted on 
January 3 1. After the extensive contribution reconciliation process described in Fidelity's 
prior submission, the base amount of the participant contribution (without interest) would 
be allocated to participants and invested in the options selected by participants after 
reconciliation on February 2. FIRSCO would be required to manually calculate and post 
interest accrual on the January contribution through February 2nd, and would perform an 
interest spread of the sum of January interest and February interest on February 3rd. That 
amount would be spread across all participant investment options in proportion to 
participant mix elections, and invested as soon as the interest spread calculation was 
complete. The interest spreading transaction would need to be verified before allocation 
to participant accounts and the resulting purchase of investments, to insure that the 
manual calculations were correct and that the amounts at a participant level totaled the 
plan level interest. Because there is no interest spread functionality in the current 
recordkeeping system, both the calculation of partial month interest, and the calculations 
of interest owed to each participant would require manual calculation, with the attendant 
enhanced risk of error. 

Example 2--Interest s~read with two contributions per month. Assume that a plan 
sponsor were required to make two contributions per month in order to satisfy the 
Proposal, one on the 25th of the month and one on the 29th of the month. Using the 
JanuaryIFebruary contribution time frame again, the plan sponsor would wire 
contribution no. 1 on January 25 without supporting participant data, and Fidelity would 
invest that contribution in a plan-level money market account. On January 29, 
contribution no. 2 would be received and invested in the money market account. As 
discussed above, interest would post on the balance in the money market account 
(contribution no. 1 and no. 2) on January 3 1st. After receipt and reconciliation of 
participant contribution data, FIRSCO would on February 2 update participant records for 
the amount of contribution no. 1, and would transfer that money from the plan-level 
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money market account to participant-directed choices. Two manual calculations of 
interest would be required for contribution no. 1. First, FIRSCO would have to manually 
calculate the amount of the interest posted January 3 1 that was attributable to contribution 
no. 1. Second, using a mil rate for February, FIRSCO would have to calculate and post 
interest through February 2 attributable to contribution no. 1. The total of those 
calculations would be spread manually to participants in proportion to the amount of 
contribution no. 1 each received, and would be invested in accordance with current mix 
elections on February 3rd. On February 5th, having received and reconciled participant 
level data for contribution no. 2, FIRSCO would transfer contribution no. 2 from the 
money market to participant-directed investments. Then FIRSCO would have to add the 
balance of interest earned in the plan-level account for January, calculate and post the 
interest earned through February 5 on contribution no. 2, and would have to manually 
spread the total January and February interest for contribution no. 2 across pslr!isipar,t 
mixes on February 6th. A separate reconciliation of interest actually earned on the plan- 
level account to the various contributions would have to be performed at the time of each 
interest spread. 

As these examples illustrate, the process of performing an interest spread for one 
contribution per month is quite difficult. The burden of performing interest spreads increases 
exponentially with additional contributions, as the number of manual intra-month interest 
calculations within one account increases. One FIRSCO client has already determined that, in 
order to adhere to the deadlines in the Proposal, it would be required to remit contribution money 
twelve times per month. The additional cost and burden of receiving twelve unreconciled 
contributions per month, and performing twelve separate interest spread transactions would be 
substantial. 

Cost of Interest Spread Transactions. 

FIRSCO studied the additional cost to its client plans if the Department were to require 
40 1 (k) service providers to accept money in advance of participant records. The increased costs 
would lie primarily in the additional interest spread transactions described above. Interest spread 
costs are determined based upon the number of different sub-accounts in any one participant's 
individual account that require updating. Each employee contribution money type (e.g., pre-tax 
deferrals, after-tax contributions) invested in a different investment vehicle constitutes a sub- 
account that requires updating in an interest spread transaction. Assuming, conservatively, that 
the Proposal would require weekly contributions, and that on average only two sub-accounts 
would need updating, the cost of the interest spreads to FIRSCO plans would be $3.4 million 
annually. Once again, this figure does not take into account the administration of the interest 
spreads, systems development, or the cost of reprocessing accounts and correcting errors 
occurring due to the large volume of manual calculations. 
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Transition Rule. 

In closing, we want to repeat a request made at the hearing that if the Department makes 
any substantial change to the current timing rules, plan sponsors (and service vendors) should be 
allowed a year to prepare for the new rules. Systems changes and the commitment of additional 
human resources take time even without the need to accommodate other priority needs. 

If you have any additional questions, we would welcome the opportunity to discuss these 
matters at your convenience. 

Sincerely yours, 

~ o u ~ l a y  0 .  Kant 

D0K:lb 
cc: Margaret Raymond, Assistant Vice President 

Wayne Isaacs, Senior Legal Counsel 
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